YOUR PASSION IS OUR ONLY PURSUIT.

We build high performance transmissions for your hot rods, street rods, classics and collectibles.

- **High Performance Vehicle Transmissions** — Everyday, commuter vehicles like your wife’s minivan can be handled by bulk manufacturers. We only take on your special projects. Those that require a little extra something under the hood.

- **Special Order and Custom Built** — Your car is unique. Why shouldn’t its transmission be just as distinct? Trust Transtar to custom build a transmission that not only fits your car’s unique characteristics, but reflects its attitude, as well.

- **12-Month Unlimited Mile Warranty** — Our transmissions are built to stand up to even the toughest tests. So go ahead, take a full year to see how powerful and reliable your new transmission performs.

- **Advanced Building Techniques** — Transtar’s master builders use only the highest quality parts and then Dyno Test every transmission through custom-built applications, shift calibration and defined stall speeds.